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Here’s our January 2020
edition. We hope you like
it.
Our contact details are at
the bottom of the page...
We’d love your feedback
and suggestions so we can
continually make it better
and even more interesting
for you.

David Baird
Owner
Prestige Roof Transformations &
Noosa Prestige Painting
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HOW TO INCORPORATE
'S INTERIOR TRENDS
Your living room’s the first place to enjoy the latest interior ideas, but how do you make your
favourite trend work with ease? With bold shades of terracotta, burnt orange, ochre and buttery
tan, gorgeous tactile textures such as bouclé, and furniture and accessories echoing nature and
organic forms, the most influential interior trends of 2020 promise to bring mellow warmth to our
homes. Trends are a great source of inspiration, but don’t feel pressured to incorporate them in
their entirety. You can take one or two aspects, such as colour, texture or pattern, and use them
in subtle ways to create a look that’s still personal and livable for you.
Prepare yourself
From the initial worries about the amount of work involved, to the ‘Did I really pick the right
colours?’ debate, right through to relaxing on your sofa for the first time when it’s done, we all
go through a series of emotional stages when we revamp a room. It’s vital to plan ahead and
allow at least a couple of weeks for your ideas to crystallise. Luckily, the strong organic vibe
for 2020 – simple, natural forms offering a luxurious yet inviting retro look – is easy to interpret.

Don’t forget texture
Some living rooms can
look ‘flat’ and uninviting.
This is where texture
comes in, and 2020
sees a strong focus on
bouclé. It is now firmly
fixed as a staple texture
for a warm and inviting
home. The looped
yarns, often in several
subtle shades, create a
raised ‘curled’ quality
that
gives
a
sophisticated but cosy
feel.
In year 2020 smart
stitching detail will bring
pattern and interest to
decorative finishes on
sofa arms, footstools
and cushions.

Keep natural light in mind
Spend some time watching how the light
falls in various points across the room
and how the sun moves around it. This
will not only affect how you see colours,
but help you decide how to divide up the
space for various activities, such as
reading or watching TV, socialising and
relaxing, of course.

WANT A FREE HOME
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CALL 1300 296 255 NOW!
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INTO YOUR
Unlock your colour code
Devising an entire new colour scheme can be
dizzying, but a colour wheel – find one online at
canva.com or order from Amazon – will show you
how various shades complement and enhance each
other.
It’s good to narrow down your choice to no more than
three: a main hue, which may be reflected in your
upholstery; a contrast; and a highlight. Muted pink,
baby blue and neo-mint green are tipped as on-trend
accents for 2020.
And here’s a tip from professional interior designers;
if you’re stuck, look out for art, ornaments and fabrics
with a colour combination that pleases your eye and
use them as inspiration.
When you have your colour ideas together, try out
tester pots on walls and paintwork. If you’re thinking
of a serious investment, perhaps in a sofa or
armchairs, a great trick is to drape a suitably coloured
throw in place to see how your new tones would
work.

Create a sociable space

Keep accents in focus
Dark ebony, walnut trims and furniture accents
in steely grey will bring a defined edge to
interiors in 2020, so you may have to be
disciplined about what you keep and let go.
A cluttered space doesn’t evoke calm, so a
good idea is to box up everything – cushions,
throws, planters, vases and light fittings – and
take them out of the room. Then carefully sort
through, choosing only items that will enhance
your new look.

If you have room, it’s great to
incorporate two sofas to make a
living room feel sociable and
friendly, and 2020’s luxurious,
richly textured fabrics – leather,
velvet and suede – provide
endless possibilities. ‘If you’re
mixing two different styles or
sizes, consider scale – how will
the sofas look together and sit in
the room overall. Don't forget
their depth, as well as width and
height.
For
a
welcoming,
cosy
environment in a larger room,
think about zoning. Place sofas
close enough together to create
an area that’s clearly designated
for gathering round rather than
having them too spaced out or
floating at the edges.
In a smaller room, measure,
measure and measure again –
and look for a compact design.

WANT A FREE HOME
TRANSFORMATION
QUOTATION?
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW!

Dear David,
I’d like to compliment your guys firstly for the quality of
their workmanship and in addition the professional
manner they have undertaken their work. They moved
through the various areas unobtrusively and were very
respectful of the privacy of the occupants.
It was a pleasure dealing with them throughout the
project. My congratulations to both you and your team
for encouraging such professionalism. -Sid Ryan
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BEST PAINT COLORS
FOR 2020 ACCORDING TO
INTERIOR DESIGNERS
One of the easiest ways to update your home is by swiping on a fresh coat of paint. No matter which room you're in — the bedroom, kitchen, or bath — adding
a new color to your walls or furniture is a cheap and commitment-free way to make an eye-catching change. And because paint is totally reversible, it's also
one of the best ways to incorporate some of the latest interior design trends into your home every few years.
If you're ready to make a major change this year, look no further than the top paint colors of 2020. The interior designers expected to see these paint colors in
abundance in the New Year. Whether your style is modern or traditional, minimalist or extravagant, there's a 2020 paint color for you.

3 Blush
One Ever since the term
"millennial pink" was coined
around 2016, the color has
become an interior design
phenomenon. Blush will
continue to be big in 2020 due to
its ability to feel modern when
mixed with warmer jewel tones
and its ability to bring a chic feel
to any room or piece of furniture.

1 Classic Blue
The Classic Blue will be popping
up in homes everywhere in the
New Year.

2 White
One of the biggest paint color trends
of 2020 is white on white on white.
This might have been a sterile
envelope before, it's only getting
more subtle and layered. We'll see
moody white set against clean,
modern whites, lending age and
depth to this versatile color.

4 Burnt Orange
Burnt orange and rust shades add an invigorating pop of
color to any space — just make to sure use them in
moderation.

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300296255 NOW!
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OTHER
BEST
PAINT
COLORS
for 2020
5 Peacock
Moody paint colors,
such as peacock blue,
charcoal, and off-black,
are ready to take
center stage in the new
year. We've been
celebrating jewel tones
for a while now, and
2020 will continue to
tease out handsome
enveloping hues that
have both a calming
and invigorating effect.

6 Hunter
Green
In a similar vein
as navy blue,
other classic
masculine
colors, such as
saddle brown
and hunter
green, are
expected to
have a
moment.
They're
timeless and
chic.

DID YOU KNOW?
unless food is
mixed with saliva
you can't taste it.
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HOW TO CREATE
GOOD FENG
SHUI IN YOUR
HOME
Brighten Up
Your Entry
In feng shui, your
entry represents
how energy
enters your home
and your life. We
say the front door
is the “mouth of
qi.” Naturally, the
entry is first
space
more
place to
start when you want to create good feng shui in your home.
inviting and
spacious
Start with by
decluttering and removing any debris. Then can you make
removing
this spaceormore inviting and spacious by removing or adding anything.
adding
anything.
This creates
a place for the energy that enters your home to collect
This
createsAlso,
a
and gather.
make sure this space is well lit and bright. Add
place
fororthe
lighting
change the bulbs.
energy that enters
your
home
to Windows
Clean
Your
collect
and symbolize the eyes of the adults in the home. For children,
Windows
gather.
Also,
they symbolize
their voice. To create good feng shui in your home,
make
cleansure
yourthis
windows on a regular basis. Clear, clean windows let in
space
well lit
more is
sunlight.Sunlight
naturally energizes and wakes us up. Sunlight
and
Addrenders all of the colors and objects that we see.
alsobright.
vibrantly
lighting
or change
Therefore,
our homes become more expansive, vibrant, and energetic
the
bulbs.
when
we let in more light. Clean windows metaphorically wake us up
to see the world around us with the most color, clarity, and precision.
Commanding Position
One of the most important principles in feng shui is the commanding
position. This governs how you can position yourself in life. Be sure to
apply this principle to the location of your bed, desk, and stove.
The bed represents you. The desk represents your career. And the
stove represents your wealth. When you are in these spaces, be sure
that you can see the door without being directly in line with it. For
example, when you are lying in bed, sitting at your desk, or cooking at
the stove, you want to be able to see the door. Oftentimes this means
you end up diagonal or "kitty-corner" from the door. When you are in a
commanding position, you are in command of your life. You are in a
position to receive positive energy and the best opportunities.
Be Spacious
Clutter is often in the same sentence as feng shui, but we’d say
that feng shui is less about de-cluttering and more about
creating space.
How do you make your life more spacious? Start with your
home. Find a physical spot: a drawer, room, corner of the
refrigerator, desk—the size doesn’t matter—and let go of what’s
no longer necessary. When you let something go, you create
open space to invite a new, fresh opportunity.

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Awareness
Get a FREEGuide:
copy ofHow To
Choose
A Reliable
Roof
the Official
Consumer’s
Restoration
Company
Awareness Guide
to Shed
Building (valued at $97):
It reveals the scams and misconceptions about roof
It reveals the
big difference
a farm
restoration
companies,
eightbetween
signs your
roof is
shed
that’s
made
“on
the
cheap”
and
one
failing…and much more!
that’s really suited to your needs.
It’s called,
Simply
call “The Farmers Guide To
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
1300
296 Property”,
255
Your Rural
and tells you
Or
email
us
at
admin@prestigerooftransformations.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly
Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
for How
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
awareness
Simply call the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave
number
andyour
you’ll
name,
postal
receive your free
address
and the
guide
immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

Offer Gratitude
Last, but not least, offer thanks to your home. Feng shui is a
shamanic tradition that believes everything is alive, including
our spaces! The same life energy (qi) that animates you,
also flows through your home.
Your home is your shelter. Your home gives you a place to
rest, nourish, celebrate, and so much more. Offering
gratitude to your home is simple. Just speak to your home
with a humble heart and say thank you.
NOOSA PRESTIGE PAINTING
P3 NOW!
WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION?
CALLNEWSLETTER
1300296255
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Kitchen Design
Trends
for
Painting

2020
Tips
& Hints

Air Tools Worth
Considering

Kitchen ideas and design trends come and go, so it is
important, when planning for a kitchen renovation to
choose wisely which ones you decide to replicate.
Fortunately for the forward-focused amongst us, most
of the kitchen design trends we’re seeing for 2020 are
fundamental
Using air tools
and basic,
in the meaning
farm workshop
they’re not
canlikely to
date.
increase work rates, reduce operator fatigue and

be a safer alternative to electrical power tools.
Natural
materials
Budget branded
sets of basic air tools including
Use
of
natural
materials
timber
and bamboo
will
an impact wrench,
airlike
drill,
air sander,
die grinder
continue
to
dominate
the
kitchen
designs
we
see
in
and air chisel sell for less than $300. They work
2020. Raw tones look effortless and timeless, adding a
well and offer the convenience of air powered
warmth and texture to your space that won’t date. The
tools forthat
farmers
who use
themwell,
infrequently.
kitchens
use natural
materials
will use them to
Air
tools
have
several
advantages
accent hero shades like white, grey andover
deeper, richer
conventional electric power tools:
colours.
More power for their weight as the power is
generated at the compressor, not inside the tool.
Colour
More
and more kitchens
arethey
embracing
a touchfor
of wet
No electrocution
risk so
are suitable
colour,
with
the trending
moody
green
navy
working
areas
Smaller
so they
areand
ideal
for work
continuing
through
to the new year. Black kitchens will
in confined
spaces
also
enjoy
a moment
the sunfewer
in 2020,
with matte
Long
lasting
due toinhaving
moving
parts,
finishes paired with natural timbers and metallics for a
as
long
as
they
are
maintained
correctly.
rich, luxe aesthetic. Don’t forget, dark tones can make
doesn’tand
damage
them where
as with
aOverloading
space feel cramped
unappealing.
Offset this
electric
power
tools
can
be
fused
plenty of natural light and accenting with bright finishes
Output
torque easily adjusted by varying the
like
marble.
operating pressure
Open shelving
It’s
no wonder
open
shelving
2020.air
It’s a
There
are tow
main
typesisoftrending
motorsfor
inside
cost-effective,
easy way
to brightentoupa your
tools that convert
air pressure
formkitchen,
of
giving
youdepending
a space to inject
some
by way of
motion,
on the
toolpersonality
type.
what
you Motors
choose toare
display.
in traditionally
Rotary
usedPopular
to power
die grinders,
styled kitchen designs, you’re likely to find open
drills and
shelving amongst Scandinavian- or Hamptons-inspired
cut-off tools. To reverse the tool, the air is ducted
spaces.
through
the rotor in the
opposite direction.
Minimalist
handles
Reciprocating
provide
back
& forthor
People
are opting Motors
for minimal
pulls and
handles,
motion
forallowing
tools such
as saws,
airorchisels,
none
at all,
the natural
wood
finish of
cabinetry
sanderstoand
shine.
needle
Going
scalers.
handleless creates a
seamless,
uninterrupted
looktolerances
for your cupboards
These tools
have closer
betweenand
drawers.
look
works
wellreliably
for those
workingThis
parts
and
will especially
not operate
if they
opting
for
floor-to-ceiling
joinery.
Shark
nose
finger
are not maintained correctly.

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Get a FREEGuide
copy of
Awareness
to Choosing
the
Official
Consumer’s
Reliable & Professional Painters:
Awareness Guide to Shed
ItBuilding
reveals the six
costly mistakes
(valued
at $97): to avoid when
choosing a painter and also the common scams &
It reveals the big difference between a farm
misconceptions about painting company…and more!
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one
that’s really suited to your needs.
Simply call
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
1300
296The
255
Choosing
Best Farm Shed For
Or
email
us
at
Your Rural Property”, and tells you
admin@noosaprestigepainting.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
forHow
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
Simply callawareness
the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your
name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave your
number and you’ll
name, postal
receive your free
address and the
guide immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

pulls, touch release doors and small, metallic pulls are
some of the most popular choices of the minute, and
SAFETY: Always wear hearing protection and
will continue well into 2020.

safety glasses when using air tools.

Want to have new paint for your kitchen? The Noosa
Prestige Painting team is here to help! Contact us for a
consultation today.
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MONTHLY
HUMOUR

”Professional
Painters. On time.
On budget and did
a really good job on
our house. Very
happy with their
work”

To Noosa Prestige Painting:
Your crew just finished the job. I
can’t praise them enough, they
were absolutely amazing!
THANK YOU!
-D. Gorlich

-Melanie from Montville
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